Enhancing Intel® FM10000 Use Cases
uplink traffic is consumed and processed by the
appliance that holds the adapter, while other portion
is forwarded onwards for second device to be
processed.

FM10000 Red Rock
Canyon 100Gbps NIC and
Redirector
Extended Benefits - Field Experience

Intel® FM10000 Red Rock Canyon chip set
offer a good deal of load balancing options for
incoming traffic. A cluster of ports can be grouped
together to form load balancing group (LBG), over
which a traffic can be engineered to be load balanced
according to several simple yet powerful schemes.
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Preface
Intel® FM10000 based network interface card by
Silicom, that is equipped with an advanced switching
and forwarding engine embedded therein, was
welcome with great enthusiasm by engineering teams
across Silicom’s customers. Apart from being a
NIC, this design addressed several other use cases
and customers’ requirements in a manner which is
unique to the FM10000 chipset. Following are
several examples of such use cases, with extended
benefits that stems out of the use of FM10000.

High End Customer SLA
Although two QSFP interfaces of 40G or
QSFP28 of 100G links are available, it is often the
case that only one of them is actually put in use. This
fact has got the attention of a network architect of one
of Silicom’s customers, who had his own share of
field engineering and field trouble shooting;
therefore it had occurred to him that, especially with
high end boxes, one of the 40GbE or 100GbE links
of the FM10000 based adapter, can be used to mirror
out inbound traffic coming from the other link, where
the latter is actually used as the uplink.
That way, network trouble shooting is made
easy and quick and much more efficient. Not only
that traffic can be mirrored, it can also be filtered or
sampled and then mirrored. At times of crises with
high end boxes out there in the field, this capability
can of a lot of use.

Table 1 - Exapmples for load balancing parameters
Load balancing ingress traffic can serve well for
packet processing within the system. Ingress traffic
become more predictable, and processing threads can
be spawned as per the expected streams of traffic.
Table 1 exemplify the parameters that are hashed to
become the basis for traffic distribution across ports.

Summary
Whatever is achieved with top of the rack gradw
switching fabric, can be achieved on adapter with
Intel® FM10000, side by side with its NIC
functionality:

Mirroring

QoS

Filtering

Load balancing

Packet steering

et al.
all are available now on NIC level.

This list extends to a list of capabilities of the
native MAC and PCIe host interface, and flexibility:

SR-IOV

Break out options
o 100GbE to ten 10GbE
o 400GbE to four 10GbE
o 100GbE to four 25GbE

etc.
All these abilities are there thanks to
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